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Scientific Writing for Young Astronorrrers, by Christiaan Sterken G,DP
Sciences, I-es Ulis, France),2orr. Pp. Part r: 162; Part 2i 298,25 x 16 cm.
Price Part r: €36 (about {3o); Part z: €6r (about {Sz) (hardbound; ISBN
Part r: 978 2 7598 0506 8; Part z: 978 z 7598 o$g ,.

These two books form the proceedings of the Astronomy & Astrophysics
School: Scientificltr(riting forYoungAstronomers, which was held in zoo8 and
2oo9. During three-day seminars, astronomy PhD students in the early stages of
their studies were introduced to the process of scientific writing and publishing.

The first part of the proceedings (EAS volume 49) focusses more specifically
on the iournal Astronomy {t Astrophysic.s, its history and the refereeing, editorial,
and publishing processes. These detailed chapters give readers a look behind
the scenes of a professional journal and explain the reasoning behind editorial
policies on, for example, language use or the single*blind-refereeing process.
The various issues that confront editors and publishers of Astonony b
Astropl4tsics on a daily basis will not be dissimilar from what their counterparts
at other journals in different disciplines encounter, though obviously editorial
policies may differ for a variery of reasons. As such, these chapters provide a
good comprehensive general introduction into the processes that occur after
a paper is submitted, the size and scope of which is something beginning PhD
students do not always realize.

In part two of the proceedings (EAS volume 50) the focus shifts from the
editorial process to the author. In three large chapters the writing process itself,
communicating via gtaphics, and the erhics of publishing are unpacked in great
detaii. The first chapter deals with the writing proces$ and offers numerous very
practical examples on structuring a research paper in astronomy. The structure
of such a paper translates well to other areas of the physical sciences, though
may not tansfer directly to the social sciences and humanities. The '\fhat to
avoid at all price'section offers useful suggestions on improving the readability
of a manuscript. The section on 'Frequently asked questions' offers a good
insight into the writing and publication mores as they pertain to astronomy:
the largely unwritten rules about co-authorship, authorship order, the etiqueme
around the submission process, whether to publish raw data, and working with
the referee and editors.

The second chapter deals comprehensively with the graphical display of data.
The central question this chapter aims to unpack is, "the data being equal, which
graphical design conveys my message best?" (p. 89). Different types of graphs are
discussed, as are the technicalities behind the use ofcolour, the resolution, and
various other aspects of graphs that make them successful communicators of
information. A long section is devoted to 'Lying with graphs', where the reader
is cautioned against inconsistencies between the data and the representation of
that data in the graphr accidental or not. Common pitfalls of communicating with
graphics are again discussed in the wrap-up section,'\(hat to avoid at all price'.
The third chapter deals with the ethics of science writing and publication.
Various levels of misconduct are discussed, at the researcher, author, referee,
editor, and publisher ievel, as well as in interactions between superrrisors and
juniors. Ilere, as in the other chapters in both volumes, multiple illustrarive
examples taken from the authors' and editors' experiences as practising
scientists, referees, editors, and supervisors offer insight into what can
happen in the writing and publishing process, how people tried to gain unfair
advantages over others, and how those situations were resolved. Throughout
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the proceedings, but in particular in this chapter, it is rightly pointed out that
without strong professional ethics, not only will the scientific peer-review and
publishing system be damaged, but science itself will suffer.Various reasons for
engaging in misconduct, in particular the increased competition in the publish-
or-perish culture that permeates academia, and possible solutions to combat
unethical behaviour are discussed.

In summary, the two volumes of proceedings provide a rich fesource and
reference guide not only for those who are embarking on writing a scientific
paper for the first time, but also for those who are established practitioners in
the field. While obviously the context of the proceedings are astronomy and
its academic culture, many of the concepts covered in these two books readily
transfer to writing for publication in other (scientific) disciplines. Teachers of
academic writing will find ample material from which to construct workshops
and seminars to support early-career academics in their wriring and publishing
efforts. !7hat sets these proceedings apart from other scientific-writing resources
is the dual emphasis of the technical'how-(o'on one hand, and the strong focus
on professional ethics on the other. To become a well-respected scientist, one
needs both. - ERIK BRoGT-
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